Galliard: Six Sonatas, Vol. 1, For Trombone And Piano
Synopsis
Originally written for bassoon, these carefully edited versions should be in every trombonist’s library.
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Customer Reviews
I got scared when I found out that this isn’t readily available. But it has it! Thank God. This is for my son’s UIL solo, so we had to have it. And it arrived much sooner than anticipated - even better!!

A set of six rather long sonatas. Of the baroque era and style. Contains separate trombone and piano scores. About a grade 4 piece. Has both lyrical and technical sections. Fun to play and learn. Nicely organized and professionally made.

This version (Marx) of Galliard’s Six Sonatas for Trombone was a very hard to find edition. The music came extremely fast and was in great new condition. Great shopping experience!
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